Media representations of opposition to the ‘junk food advertising ban’ on the Transport for London (TfL) network: A thematic content analysis of UK news and trade press
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ABSTRACT

Background: Advertising of less healthy foods and drinks is hypothesised to be associated with obesity in adults and children. In February 2019, Transport for London implemented restrictions on advertisements for foods and beverages high in fat, salt or sugar across its network as part of a city-wide strategy to tackle childhood obesity. The policy was extensively debated in the press. This paper identifies arguments for and against the restrictions. Focusing on arguments against the restrictions, it then goes on to deconstruct the discursive strategies underpinning them.

Methods: A qualitative thematic content analysis of media coverage of the restrictions (the ‘ban’) in UK newspapers and trade press was followed by a document analysis of arguments against the ban. A search period of March 1, 2018 to May 31, 2019 covered: (i) the launch of the public consultation on the ban in May 2018; (ii) the announcement of the ban in November 2018; and (iii) its implementation in February 2019. A systematic search of printed and online publications in English distributed in the UK or published on UK-specific websites identified 152 articles.

Results: Arguments in favour of the ban focused on inequalities and childhood obesity. Arguments against the ban centred on two claims: that childhood obesity was not the ‘right’ priority; and that an advertising ban was not an effective way to address childhood obesity. These claims were justified via three discursive approaches: (i) claiming more ‘important’ priorities for action; (ii) disputing the science behind the ban; (iii) emphasising potential financial costs of the ban.

Conclusion: The discursive tactics used in media sources to argue against the ban draw on frames widely used by unhealthy commodities industries in response to structural public health interventions. Our analyses highlight the need for interventions to be framed in ways that can pre-emptively counter common criticisms.

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: c.thompson25@herts.ac.uk (C. Thompson).
1. Introduction

1.1. Diet, health and advertising

Poor diet is a key modifiable determinant of childhood obesity (Jennings, Welch, van Sluijs, Griffin, & Cassidy, 2011). In the UK, children’s average intakes of free sugars and saturated fat exceed Government recommendations, while consumption of fruits and vegetables is lower than recommended levels (Bates et al., 2016). The latest figures show that in the UK one in five children in year 6 (age 10–11 years) are obese (NHS Digital, 2020). Children living with overweight or obesity suffer physical and psychological ill health, are more likely to remain obese or overweight in adulthood, and develop chronic disease at a younger age (Sahoo et al., 2015).

Food advertising has a direct effect on children’s nutrition knowledge, preferences, consumption patterns and diet-related health. Advertising on television and other marketing practices predominately promote less healthy products (Cairns, Angus, Hastings, & Caraher, 2013). It has been shown that for children aged 4–12 years, exposure to advertising for high fat, salt and sugar (HFSS) foods and beverages (hereafter referred to as ‘food’) is significantly related to consumption of advertised brands and energy-dense product categories more generally (Buijzen, Schuurman, & Bomhof, 2008). Since 2007, television advertisements within children’s programming are not permitted to show HFSS food advertisements (Galbraith-Emami & Lobstein, 2013; Galbraith-Emami & Lobstein, 2013). Stricter restrictions both on television and online are currently being considered (Department of Health and Social Care, 2020). Such policies are predicted to have important impacts on population health (Mytton et al., 2020). However, children are still exposed to high amounts of less healthy food advertising beyond television (Whalen, Harrold, Child, Halford, & Boyland, 2017) and evidence suggests that stronger restrictions targeting a wider range of media channels are required to reduce exposure of children to marketing of less healthy foods (Adams, Tyrrell, Adamson, & White, 2012).

The majority of research on food advertising and diet has focused on television while outdoor food advertising has received little attention (Adams, Ganiti, & White, 2011). A high proportion of outdoor advertising in the UK appears in spaces linked to public transportation, such as subway and rail stations, bus-stops and transport hubs. Research in the US found that subway-station advertisements for ‘less-healthy’ foods were disproportionately located in more disadvantaged areas (Lucan, Maroko, Sanon, & Schechter, 2017) and this may also be the case in the UK. Research on advertising specific to transport hubs remains very much under researched (Gentry et al., 2011).

1.2. TfL and restrictions on advertisements for HFSS products

Greater London is the largest metropolitan area in the UK and home to 16% of England’s population. Transport for London (TfL) is the local government body responsible for the transport system in Greater London and is under the control of the Mayor of London. It has responsibility for London’s network of principal road routes and for various rail networks. TfL has one of the most valuable advertising estates in the world and makes up 20% of the UK’s outdoor advertising by value (Mayor of London, 2018).

In February 2019, TfL implemented restrictions on advertisements for HFSS foods across its network (see Table 1) – or a ‘junk food ad ban’ as it was widely referred to in the media – as part of the Mayor’s strategy to tackle childhood obesity (Mayor of London Transport for London). Under the policy, food products were subject to the advertising restrictions if they were classified as HFSS under a points-based nutrient profiling model (NPM). The final nutrient profile score is calculated by subtracting the fruit, vegetable, nut, fibre and protein content score from the energy sugar, salt and saturated fats score. Foods with a final score of 4 or more and drinks with a final score of 1 or more are classified as HFSS (Advertising Standards Authority, 2017; Department of Health, 2011).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 2018</td>
<td>Launch of the public consultation on the ban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2018</td>
<td>Announcement of the ban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2019</td>
<td>Implementation of the ban. No foods are banned automatically, rather individual products are objectively assessed against the NPM. A score of 4 for foods and 1 for drinks classifies them as HFSS. Products classified as HFSS can be considered for an exception if the advertiser can demonstrate that the product does not contribute to consumption of HFSS foods by children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2019</td>
<td>TfL issues updated guidance to advertisers on what is acceptable to advertise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The NPM model has been in use since 2007 in the UK to determine what foods can be advertised on television.

Policies that seek to regulate commercial behaviours, like the ‘junk food ad ban’, are controversial. Regulation of the commercial sector for public health purposes often generates resistance from corporations involved in the production, marketing and retailing of the targeted commodities (BBC News, 2012; Food and Drink Federation, 2019). These corporations are typically unhealthy commodities industries (UCIs): processed foods, tobacco and alcohol (Stuckler, McKee, Ebrahim, & Basu, 2012). The strategies that UCIs use to oppose regulation are increasingly the subject of research (The PLOS Medicine Editors, 2012), which has demonstrated the existence of a cross-industry ‘playbook’ of arguments and strategies, use of which results in the undermining of proposals for effective public health policies (Petticrew et al., 2017).

Arguments from this playbook include claims that: certain public health issues are not severe enough to warrant intervention; intervening in the market will not prompt behaviour change; proposed interventions will not be effective; the science or evidence underpinning proposed interventions is lacking or flawed; proposed interventions will have dire economic consequences; and proposed interventions are potentially illegal and/or anti-competitive (Hilton et al., 2019).

By contrast, proponents of public health interventions aimed at unhealthy commodities emphasise health-related harms and risks (Weersinghe et al., 2020). Advocates tend to stress: the social and political determinants of health; the need for regulation and population-based interventions; and industry’s focus on profits and economic interests ahead of any moral considerations (Wakefield, Mcleod, & Smith, 2003). Arguments for regulation highlight the social environment and position industry and its profit-driven priorities as a part of that environment that can and should be modified (Weishaar et al., 2016).

Research into how public health policy debates are framed in the media may help to inform media advocacy strategies (Katikireddi & Hilton, 2015). Given that news media has a strong influence on public debate and policy making, and UCIs have shown great adeptness at having their perspectives regularly included in news media coverage (Valiance et al., 2020), news coverage can be understood as a contested space in which power relations and opposing interests are played out.

Public acceptability of interventions is influenced by a range of factors including how they are felt to intrude on personal autonomy and the perceived importance of the public health problem being targeted (Adams, Mytton, White, & Monsivais, 2016; Diepeveen, Ling, Sahrcke, Roland, & Marteau, 2013). News coverage independently shapes and frames public discourses around factors that influence public support or opposition to public health interventions (Cameron Wild et al., 2019). The specific framing of issues influences whether or not they are identified as problems worthy of political action and can help legitimise or preclude certain responses to perceived problems (Hawks & Holden, 2013). This paper aims to explore how the TfL advertising restrictions were covered in the press and how the factors that could influence public acceptability were framed within that coverage. In doing so, it will address the following research questions:
i) What were the arguments made in favour of and against the TfL HFSS advertising restrictions in UK newspapers and trade press?

ii) How were arguments against the restrictions constructed and framed?

Addressing these questions will provide insights as to the implications of these frames for the design and communication of public health interventions around unhealthy commodities.

1.3. Conceptual framework

Media coverage of policy measures related to unhealthy commodities, and control of unhealthy commodity industries, can influence public debate and is often more aligned with the interests of the relevant industries than those of public health (Mercille, 2017). Newsprint coverage of interventions to address obesity tends to favour accounts of individual responsibility for obesity (Ries, Rachul, & Caulfield, 2011). We use Framing Theory (Chong & Druckman, 2007) to explore the mechanisms through which media coverage of interventions affecting UCIs are aligned with industry interests and Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) to examine how this alignment is achieved and the key strategies used.

How a topic is presented to audiences, the frame, influences how those audiences process that information. Frames help to consistently structure meanings and arguments (Schön & Rein, 1996). Framing theory offers insights into how policy problems and solutions are conceptualised (Hawkins & Holden, 2013). The main premise of framing theory is that a topic can be viewed from a range of perspectives which have implications for values and interpretations (Chong & Druckman, 2007). The public participates in the framing of issues via the media. They develop their own interpretation of media messages and discuss the issues reported by making use of the resources available to them (including those from the media) (Pan & Kosicki, 2005). By identifying and understanding the dominant framings of public health issues, framing theory can help make those debates comprehensible and illuminates the processes through which specific responses and interventions emerge (Hawkins & Holden, 2013).

This conceptual framework (framing theory) informed the application of CDA, which systematically investigates hidden power relations and ideologies embedded in discourse and examines the social and material consequences of discourse (Johnson & McLean, 2020). CDA is concerned with exploring how ideology, power and stake are reproduced in language and is, therefore, well suited to an examination of the implication of those from the media (Pan & Kosicki, 2005). By identifying and understanding the dominant framings of public health issues, framing theory can help make those debates comprehensible and illuminates the processes through which specific responses and interventions emerge (Hawkins & Holden, 2013).

This conceptual framework (framing theory) informed the application of CDA, which systematically investigates hidden power relations and ideologies embedded in discourse and examines the social and material consequences of discourse (Johnson & McLean, 2020). CDA is concerned with exploring how ideology, power and stake are reproduced in language and is, therefore, well suited to an examination of the implication of those from the media (Pan & Kosicki, 2005). By identifying and understanding the dominant framings of public health issues, framing theory can help make those debates comprehensible and illuminates the processes through which specific responses and interventions emerge (Hawkins & Holden, 2013).

2. Methods

2.1. Procedure

We conducted a qualitative thematic content analysis (Roberts & Pettigrew, 2007) of all media coverage in UK newspapers and trade press in the period surrounding the TfL advertising ban in order to identify and categorise arguments for and against it, followed by a document analysis (MacKenzie & Holden, 2017) focusing only on coverage opposing the ban in order to deconstruct the arguments made.

2.2. Search criteria

We searched English-language written, printed and online newspapers, and trade publications that were distributed in the UK or published on a UK-specific website. The search period of March 1, 2018 to May 31, 2019 was chosen to include coverage driven by: (i) the launch of the public consultation on the ban in May 2018; (ii) the confirmation of the ban in November 2018; and (iii) the implementation of the ban in February 2019. The Factiva database (https://professional.dowjones.com/factiva/) was searched for all articles published during this period. This database aggregates content from both licensed and free sources, including newspapers, journals, and more than 600 continuously updated newswires. To identify relevant articles, a search string was developed as follows: (“Transport for London” or “TfL” or “Mayor of London” or “Khan”) and (ban) and (advert*or ads) and (junk or HFSS) and (food* or beverage or drink*). The search terms where applied to the whole text (not just the headlines). To support triangulation, the database search was complemented by a more targeted manual search on: Google News; UK-specific newspapers and UK-specific editions of newspapers (Metro, Spiked, Huffington Post, Breitbart, The Spectator, iNews); trade press (Campaign Live, The Drum, Farmers Guardian, Eater London, and The Caterer); and news websites absent from Factiva. The particular metadata extracted were: publication date; publication name; headline; journalist’s name (if given). These were extracted so that we could: ensure that the date of publication fell within our search period; accurately quote the publication name in our results; and ascertain whether the whole article was about the ban or a reference to the ban was made when reporting on something else.

2.3. Article selection

The search elicited a total of 343 articles, which were reviewed independently by two researchers (CC and VE) for relevance. Articles were excluded if they did not explicitly mention the ban. Articles published in non-news sections, including letters and opinion pages, were retained only if they reported on or referenced the views of prominent stakeholders and commentators (including celebrities, high-profile commercial spokespersons, and public sector leaders). Where discrepancies between the reviewers about whether to include an article occurred, articles were discussed with the wider group of researchers and consensus was reached. A total of 221 articles were retained, from which the following metadata were extracted: publication date; publication name; headline; journalist’s name (if given). Among the 221 articles meeting the inclusion criteria, 69 were syndicated (i.e. similar article published in a different geographic zone or sister publication). In these instances, we always selected the longest version of the article and excluded its shorter, syndicated variations. A final sample of 152 articles was analysed (see appendix 1).

2.4. Analysis

2.4.1. Overview

The analysis was conducted in two stages. Firstly, a thematic content analysis was used to identify and categorise arguments for and against the restrictions. Secondly, a further document analysis, informed by CDA and Framing Theory principles, was applied solely to arguments against the restrictions. Our approach is outlined below.

2.4.2. Qualitative thematic content analysis

Articles were uploaded to NVivo 12 and initially subject to a thematic content analysis (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). First, a coding framework was developed by four researchers (CC, CT, VE, and SC) after they read and compared their views on a random subsample of 15 articles. Second, independent review and coding of the remaining 137 articles was split equally between the four researchers. Codes were refined iteratively, where needed, during analysis. The goal of the analysis was to identify and categorise all instances of a particular phenomenon (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005), in this case arguments for and...
against the restrictions (see appendix 2 for details of the codes and themes).

2.4.3. Document analysis

The second stage of the analysis focused solely on arguments against the ban identified in the initial thematic content analysis. In order to achieve this, we conducted a further document analysis informed by CDA principles, which focused on power relations, stake (interest), and influence (I. Fairclough & Fairclough, 2012; N. Fairclough, 2001). The document analysis sought to examine the ways in which concepts and arguments were constructed and how they were reproduced through discourse. As such, the discourse (i.e. the arguments presented) is examined in the data set as a whole; how it creates an effect, rather than how it is made to appear ‘true’ or ‘common sense’ to the reader.

1. Identify the discursive strategies used (highlighting claims that are made to appear ‘true’ or ‘common sense’ to the reader)
2. Ask how they work to persuade and create effects of ‘truth’
3. Look for ‘rupture and resilience’, complexity and counter-discourses (identifying contradictions and inconsistencies within those discursive strategies, thereby destabilising the associated effects of ‘truth’)
4. Look for the absences and silences (identifying: relevant aspects of issues being discussed that are not mentioned; and debates that are not engaged with)
5. Identify key strategies – both for organisation and interpretation (attempting to characterise the overall rhetorical approach taken in a text or groups of texts as laid out in steps 1–4) (Savona et al., 2020)

This analytic approach allowed us to explore how media frames were rhetorically constructed and justified.

3. Results

3.1. Data

The 152 included articles were from 72 online or print newspapers and trade press publications (see appendix 1). Of these, 60% were published in national media and 40% in the local press (both London and other regions). Fig. 1 shows the number of articles over time and demonstrates peaks in the volume of coverage around launch of the public consultation (May 2018), announcement of the ban (November 2018), and its implementation (February 2019).

In the subsections that follow, we first present the arguments made for the ban (which were identified using thematic content analysis), then the arguments made against the ban (also identified using thematic content analysis), then arguments in favour of the ban were based on three broad assertions: the need to address health and social inequalities; childhood obesity as a public health crisis, and the economic burden obesity places on health services. Support for the ban was more prevalent in local (including London and other regions) than national publications. Local publications were more likely to present arguments that depicted the ban, and by association the Mayor and the Mayor’s office, in a positive light. Childhood obesity is long-standing public health problem for local government in the UK (Public Health England, 2020) and the UK Government is committed to a range of local-level measures to tackle it (Cabinet Office, Department of Health and Social Care, & HM Treasury, 2017). The Mayor championing a local intervention to reduce childhood obesity was framed as a responsible and even moral undertaking. For example:

*The proposals, unveiled by London Mayor Sadiq Khan, would also extend to the capital’s buses and bus shelters, as well as the London Overground [trains]. Mr Khan said “bold steps” were needed to “do right” by young people, and to minimise the strain being placed on an under-pressure health service.* (Birmingham Mail)

In light of these ‘bold steps’, depictions of the Mayor as a trail blazer and the ban as progressive were based on either assertions that other localities were adopting, or considering adopting, similar policies...
following the TfL example, and by contextualising the ban as part of a movement or trend in public health. TfL and the Mayor were this positioned as leading the way with the ban and making it possible and acceptable for other localities to implement similar measures.

Local authorities should be given greater powers to make it easier for them to impose restrictions on junk food advertising in their areas, a report has recommended. ... The report from the health campaign groups Sustain and Food Active hailed the “belt and braces” ban on junk food adverts on London Underground, rail, tram and bus services introduced by the city’s mayor, Sadiq Khan. ... At a workshop on Wednesday, public health policy experts from the mayor’s office will discuss the implications of the move with other local authorities, in the anticipation that other areas of the UK will follow London’s lead. ... The London borough of Haringey and Edinburgh are both due to follow suit. (The Guardian)

This was nearly always linked to statistics on local health inequalities. Arguments for the ban were based almost exclusively on childhood obesity as a public health issue.

Justine Roberts, founder of Mumsnet, said parents would be grateful for measures that reduce “pestering power” and allow children to have “an ordinary childhood”. London has one of the highest child overweight and obesity rates in Europe, with 38.6% of children aged 10 and 11 across the capital overweight or obese. East London boroughs in particular have struggled to tackle the problem. Shockingly, 44.3% of Year 6 pupils in Barking and Dagenham are classed as overweight or obese – the joint worst record in London. (Barking and Dagenham Post)

Arguments for the ban stressed the moral imperative to tackle childhood obesity and, typically, directly quoted Mayor Khan himself (as in the earlier extract from Birmingham Mail) and celebrities or other key public health figures who were supportive of the ban.

Mr Oliver [celebrity chef and restauranteur Jamie Oliver] took another swipe at the prime minister as he praised Mr Khan for “a massive and bold step forward for child health”. ... And Dame Sally Davies, the chief medical officer, said: “The evidence is clear that, although it is not a silver bullet, restricting the amount of junk food adverts children are exposed to will help reduce obesity.” (The Independent)

### 3.3. Arguments against the ban

Arguments against the ban converged on two central claims: that childhood obesity was not an ‘appropriate’ problem for TfL and the Mayor to try to tackle, and that an advertising ban was an ineffective way to address childhood obesity. The document analysis identified three main discursive approaches used to attempt to justify these claims:

i) Identifying more ‘important’ or alternative priorities for action
ii) Casting doubt on the evidence and science behind the ban and its implementation
iii) Highlighting the potential costs of the ban

#### 3.3.1. Challenging childhood obesity as a policy priority

TfL and the Mayor were extensively criticised for focusing on childhood obesity at the expense of what were described as more pressing issues, such as air pollution, smoking, alcohol consumption, body image, gambling, and law and order. By highlighting these potential alternatives, commentators framed the ban as ill-advised and irrelevant and the Mayor, by association, as out-of-touch with the problems faced by Londoners. The most prominent and widely cited alternative “pressing priority” (Breitbart) was that of youth violence and knife crime.

Other viewers were outraged that Sadiq’s interview was focused on junk food ads, rather than the shocking knife crime rates in the capital city. One critic tweeted: “Sadiq Khan’s interview … about banning fast food adverts is not worthy as the main talking point of the interview. What about telling the nation what you plan to do to combat knife crime? … … I think that is more important than fast food?” (Daily Star)

In referencing violent crime and presenting these issues as a binary policy choice, they are pitted against each other with knife crime presented as more urgent and the relative importance of childhood obesity downplayed. This promotes the idea of a false dichotomy where only one issue can be dealt with any given time.

The portrayal of childhood obesity as the ‘wrong’ policy priority is presented alongside ad hominem attacks on the Mayor himself and as a synecdoche for City Hall in general, emphasising his championing of the ban and criticising him for not pursuing more important problems.

The Mayor of London was recently criticised for his ‘hypocritical’ ad policies. Previously, Sadiq Khan has banned advertisements for junk food on the Tube. Gambling advertisements however appear to have been allowed to double. (The Daily Mail)

This has the rhetorical effect of positioning the Mayor and City Hall in a double-bind, where there is no correct course of action. He is described as going too far by trying to address childhood obesity via the advertising ban. At the same time, it is also implied that he is a hypocrite for not going far enough by allowing advertisements for gambling, which are required not to be appealing to children (Committee of Advertising Practice, 2019), to double on public transport.

#### 3.3.2. Questioning the scientific evidence

Undermining the scientific evidence was used as a way of challenging both the validity and authenticity of childhood obesity as a legitimate problem and the effectiveness of the ban as a solution. The extract below is an exemplar of this.

Supporters of the ban point to our supposed childhood obesity crisis as justification for such recklessness, but there is no solid evidence to show that a similar ban in Amsterdam has had any effect on their children’s waistlines. (London Evening Standard)

Narratives around the (lack of) evidence implicitly overstate the purpose and scope of the ban and ignore the fact that most public health interventions only work for a proportion of people exposed to them and so must be part of a package of solutions. Where arguments in favour of the ban contextualised it as part of a wider movement, arguments against the ban considered it in isolation and, in doing so, judged it to be inadequate.

Stephen Woodford, chief executive of the Advertising Association, argued there was “no clear evidence” that the ban would solve the problem. He said: “We all want to see rates of childhood obesity dropping but believe there are far better ways to achieve this goal.” (The Drum)

This kind of device is known as a nirvana fallacy, comparing the ban with unspecified and idealised alternatives and implying that a guaranteed solution to the problem of childhood obesity is possible. Potentially more suitable and effective ways of addressing the problem are alluded to but rarely specified.

In terms of the science underpinning the implementation of the policy, the use of the NPM as the evidence-based tool to identify HFSS products is similarly represented as problematic. Instances where the NPM ‘doesn’t work’ are highlighted and used as devices to argue against the policy.

[the] ... marketing manager of Farndrop, said: “[...] It’s nonsense to score [jam, butter and bacon] product in its raw form. You eat them with other products. It’s the basics of cooking.” (London Evening Standard)
In practice, the legislation will apply to all food or drink considered to be high in fat, salt or sugar (HFSS) — and that includes the kind of food your grandmother would have approved of, such as butter and jam (The Sun)

In fact, the policy did have a process to deal with condiments and cooking ingredients (like ketchup, mayonnaise and vegetable oil). Companies and brands could apply for an exception to the policy if they could demonstrate that their product does not contribute to childhood obesity (Exterion Media, 2018) (see Table 1). However, the exception process was not widely reported.

Criticisms of banning ‘good’ ingredients like these were juxtaposed against the failure of the NPM to restrict the advertisement of what is popularly considered to be ‘junk food’, such as fried chicken or specific fast-food brands.

And the points-based system (NPM) is product, not brand based, which means that McDonald’s can’t promote a Big Mac and fries but can [promote] its salads. But how many people associate McDonald’s with salads? Isn’t the likelihood that a family travelling on a London bus will glance over the image of the salad and just see McDonald’s famous golden arches, next to which is a sign directing them to the nearest McDonald’s, where they will go to eat Big Macs? (The Drum)

3.3.3. Costs and unintended consequences of the ban

It was claimed that the ban would substantially reduce the TfL budget through loss of advertising revenue, with potential repercussions for commuters including fare increases and a deterioration in the quality of transport services.

Khan’s plan is not just an idiotic idea but it will cost TfL (sic) millions in lost revenue. TfL (sic) needs more money. The system is running on a shoestring … A fast food ban simply won’t help.” (Huffington Post)

Such claims were used as part of an overall framing of TfL as an under-funded and struggling public service being actively made worse as the result of an ill-advised policy.

Conservative critics in City Hall said the ban would cost a cash-strapped Transport for London (TfL) £13m a year and could mean there will be less money for infrastructure upgrades. Polling carried out by YouGov in November found that 62 per cent of Londoners would not support the ban if it meant an increase in fares. (City AM)

These arguments were used to frame the policy, and the Mayor himself, often via ad hominem attacks, as anti-business – with the ultimate victims being commuters and Londoners. Although fare increases in relation to the ban were never mentioned by the Mayor’s office or TfL, speculation about them was used to evoke distrust and negative connotations about the ban. Critics predicted job losses and speculated on the potential for concurrent negative economic impacts of Brexit, thereby catastrophising the possible economic impact of the ban and employing a ‘slippery slope’ fallacy: positioning the ban as part of a suite of looming problems.

The quote above is commenting on images of jam, butter and bacon (in an advertisement for Farmdrop) being deemed non-compliant by TfL and its application of the NPM. Focusing on specific foods that were banned – or not banned – was the most widely reported aspect of the policy. In some cases, HFSS foods were described affectionately as traditional and the banning of them as inappropriate and unfair.

4.1. Summary of main findings

In this paper we identified the arguments made in favour of and against the TfL advertising restrictions in UK newspapers and trade press and explored how arguments against the restrictions were constructed and framed. We used Framing Theory (Chong & Druckman, 2007) to explore the mechanisms through which media coverage of interventions affecting UCs is aligned with industry. Arguments in favour of the ban centred around health inequalities and the structural drivers of childhood obesity. Arguments against the ban were based on two central claims: that childhood obesity was not an appropriate policy priority; and that restricting advertising was not an appropriate way of addressing childhood obesity. These claims were justified by identifying alternative policy priorities, casting doubt on the science underpinning the ban, and speculating about the potential economic costs. In doing so, media frames opposing the ban drew on frames used by the unhealthy commodity industries more widely and took an implicitly (and sometimes explicitly) pro-industry stance. In the sections below we explore the implications and insights of these frames for the design and communication of public health interventions around unhealthy commodities.

4.2. Drawing from the unhealthy commodity industries’ playbook

Identifying and pushing for alternative policy priorities (in this case, priorities other than childhood obesity – such as knife crime) is a strategy long used by both the food, tobacco and alcohol industries (Bero, 2003; Brownell & Warner, 2009). Claims that the intervention will not work and demands for better, but unspecified, evidence and solutions are a parallel to those used by the tobacco (Ulucanlar, Fooks, Hatchard, & Gilmore, 2014) and alcohol (Hawkins, Holden, & McCalmon, 2012) industries. Dire predictions of the economic damage of interventions is a commonly used strategy (Bhattacharya, 2017) in order to argue for a ‘go slow’ approach to regulation (Warner, 2000). However, most public health interventions, in the longer term, are substantially cost saving and result in less pressure on services (Masters, Anwar, Collins, Cookson, & Capewell, 2017). Added to which, public health interventions that target industry tend not to result in long-term negative impacts for industry (Larcker, Ornazabala, & Taylor, 2011; Law et al., 2020).

What is notably absent from the arguments used against the ban is an acknowledgement of the finer details of the policy, including both the role of the exceptions process (see Table 1) and technical information on the NPM. This is a relevant aspect of the policy that is neither mentioned nor discussed in texts opposing the restriction – in effect a rhetorical silence (Savona et al., 2020). The use of tools, such as the NPM, underpinning interventions cannot be a panacea. They are works in progress that need to be updated, adapted and modified for specific uses and contexts. Well-designed interventions have processes to accommodate this (i.e. the exceptions process). A further silence, by omission, is the lack of acknowledgement that most public health interventions only work for a proportion of people exposed to them. This implicitly allows the purpose and scope of the restrictions to be overstated and facilitates a framing of them as inadequate to achieve the overstated aims.

4.3. Strengths and limitations

This paper adds to the evidence base on media framing of dietary public health interventions. As far as we are aware, it is the first analysis of its kind on the regulation of unhealthy food advertisements on public transport. We included all relevant articles in our analysis, rather than just a sample, and have explored how media coverage draws on frames used by UCs and how they might be rebutted.

The search period of March 1, 2018 to May 31, 2019 stopped short of...
the updated guidance to advertisers issued by TfL in June 2019. While this represented a refinement of, rather than change to, the restrictions, it is possible that examining news coverage over this period would have indicated that media coverage in the preceding period informed the updated guidance.

The subject of analysis is news and trade press articles. The internal processes and conflicts over reporting health-related issues and the politics of editorial decisions in prominent London-based publications were likely relevant to how the ban was portrayed, but not something we explored. Additionally, we did not have the scope here to explore the differences in coverage between local papers in more deprived areas and those in local papers for the (wealthier and business centred) City of London. The focus of the analysis and the paper was on arguments against the ban. A valuable addition to findings presented in this paper would be a further analysis mapping the actors involved and quoted in the news coverage presenting arguments against the ban.

4.4. Implications for policy and practice – pre-empting and countering opposition

The restrictions were extensively and vigorously criticised. Such criticism can, and is indeed intended to, impact negatively on public perceptions and subsequently on public acceptability, which may result in a reduced impact for the intervention (Petcticrew et al., 2017). Public acceptance of a specific policy solution is often a prerequisite for decision-makers to implement an evidence-based health policy. Media framing of health problems and solutions can play a key role in determining that acceptability and hence policy implementation (Hilton et al., 2019).

The stability of public attitudes towards public health interventions is little studied (Diepeveen et al., 2013) and careful consideration is required to anticipate and address aspects of interventions that may be easy targets for criticism (Willmott, Womack, Hollingworth, & Campbell, 2015). Hilton et al. (2019) stress that public health advocates need to clearly and consistently identify the multiple outcomes of proposed interventions. For the TfL advertising restrictions this includes lessening advertising of HFSS products and, at the same time, increasing space for advertising of healthier foods and encouraging brands to reformulate and produce healthier versions of their products. Currently, there is not a strong evidence base on how to counter industry frames. The findings of this study offer some insights as to how public health interventions may be opposed and how these oppositions could be negated. Public health advocates should anticipate the strategic simplification (in this case advertising of healthier foods and encouraging brands to reformulate) and mediate the harms of childhood obesity and presenting the ban as part of a suite of measures. For policymakers, child health, and particularly addressing childhood obesity, is a powerful justification for action (Keeble et al., 2020). Statutory regulation could help to achieve a reduction in exposure to HFSS advertising and subsequently improve the health of children (Mytton et al., 2020).

More neo-liberal approaches to governance that position public health issues, including obesity, largely in terms of lifestyle risk and individual responsibility can overshadow and undermine arguments for structural change and regulation in the wider public interest (Henderson, Convery, Ward, & Taylor, 2009). Population interventions that position public health issues in terms of individual responsibility tend to require that individuals use a high level of agency to benefit. By contrast, population interventions that require individuals to use a low level of agency to benefit, like the TfL advertising restrictions, are more equitable and likely to be more effective. The amount of agency individuals must use to benefit from an intervention is a fundamental determinant of how, and for whom, it will work. High-agency population interventions may reinforce socioeconomic inequalities, while low-agency interventions are more likely to achieve the twin public health aims of preventing disease and minimising inequalities (Adams et al., 2016).
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Appendix 1

Appendix 2

Codes and themes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global</th>
<th>Descriptors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• For</td>
<td>• Health and social inequalities (austerity, deprivation, disadvantage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Against</td>
<td>• Childhood obesity and child health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Neutral</td>
<td>• Public health (health services, NHS, patients)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Conflict</td>
<td>• Cost (financial, revenue, money, markets, profit, economy etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Consensus (framing of operationalisation of the ban and relations between stakeholders)</td>
<td>• Choice (including freedom)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• National</td>
<td>• Contradictions (including incoherence, and flaws within the Ban).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regional</td>
<td>• Nanny state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Stakeholders</td>
<td>• Alternative policy priorities (including knife crime, body shaming, environment, smoking etc).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mayor-by-name</td>
<td>• Alternative policy solutions (including physical activity, working with industry etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mayor-by-office</td>
<td>• Policy creep/thin end of the wedge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Probable consequences</td>
<td>• Legislation (law/legal validity/integrity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Moral arguments (positive or negative)</td>
<td>• Trail blazing (trend setting/innovation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evidence (scientific or anecdotal)</td>
<td>• Moral arguments (positive or negative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Typical HFSS foods (sugar, salt, take away, ‘junk’, confectionery etc)</td>
<td>• Evidence (scientific or anecdotal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Non-typical HFSS foods (olive oil, butter, strawberries and cream etc)</td>
<td>• Typical HFSS foods (sugar, salt, take away, ‘junk’, confectionery etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Economic burden on health services.</td>
<td>• Non-typical HFSS foods (olive oil, butter, strawberries and cream etc)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arguments for the ban | Arguments against the ban
---|---
Health and social inequalities | Childhood obesity not the ‘right’ problem
- Moral responsibility | -Trivial
Childhood obesity as a public health crisis | -Bigger problems
- Collective good | Advertising ban will not work/effect change
- Averting crisis/harm | -Irresponsible
- Proactive | -Costly
Economic burden on health services. | -Damaging

Major themes underpinning arguments

- Mayor by name/mayor by post – crusading vs implementing
- The ban as a challenge to traditional values and practices
- Regional and national observations – leading the way for local public health
- “Ticking time bomb of childhood obesity”
- The corset effect vs part of the solution (consensus and conflict)
- Identifying more ‘important’ or alternative priorities for action
- Flawed science/lack of evidence/badly designed
- Forecasting negative and severe economic and political impacts
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